A new Kaluza-Klein-like model of the de Sitter gauge theory of gravity is constructed from the geometry related to the gauge-invariant expressions of the gravitational fields. The model reduces to general relativity with a cosmological constant when the spin tensor is equal to zero. It is shown that among a class of models, the model is the only one that may solve the singularity problem, flatness problem and horizon problem of cosmology by torsion under certain assumptions.
Introduction
It has been pointed out that there are three kinds of special relativity (SR) [1] [2] [3] [4] and gravity should be based on the localization of a SR with full symmetry [5] [6] [7] . It is a motivation for the study of the Poincaré, de Sitter (dS) or Anti-de Sitter (AdS) gauge theory of gravity [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , where the Riemann-Cartan geometry with nontrivial metric and torsion is introduced to realize the corresponding gauge symmetry.
The Kaluza-Klein-like (KK-like) models of the gauge theory of gravity are some models in any of which the Lagrangian is constructed from the scalar curvature of a fiber bundle, just like the KK theory (for example, see Refs. [13, 14] ). The scalar curvature of the fiber bundle is computed from the bundle metric (or together with the bundle torsion). The bundle metric (or torsion) is a combination of the spacetime metric (or torsion) and the fiber metric (or torsion, which is equal to zero), making use of the Ehresmann connection of the bundle. The main differences between the KK-like models and the KK theory are as follows. The structure group of the fiber bundle is the gauge group of gravity in any KK-like models while it is the gauge group of the matter field in the KK theory. The scalar curvature of the fiber bundle is used to construct the gravitational Lagrangian in any KK-like models while it is used to construct the total Lagrangian of gravity and the matter field in the KK theory.
The earliest KK-like models of the gauge theory of gravity are presented by Mansouri and Chang [15] , any of which is constructed by a torsion-free principal bundle with the structure group being the Lorentz group or Poincaré group. However, the Poincaré gauge symmetry is not realized in Ref. [15] due to the torsion-free condition. With the help of Guo's definition of the bundle torsion in terms of the spacetime torsion [16] , this problem is solved and the first KK-like model of the Poincaré gauge theory of gravity is given by Guo and Chang [17] . In this model, the gravitational Lagrangian is the scalar curvature of a torsional principal bundle, which turns out to be a sum of the spacetime scalar curvature, the fiber scalar curvature (a constant), a quadratic curvature term and a quadratic torsion term of the spacetime. The model is problematic because the constant term given by the fiber scalar curvature prevents the no-gravity spacetime from being a vacuum solution. The no-gravity spacetime is a spacetime without gravity, which can be defined as a spacetime given by which through Eq. (83) the Ehresmann connection is flat. An Ehresmann connection is called flat, if its curvature is equal to zero. For the Poincaré gauge theory of gravity, the no-gravity spacetime is locally identical with the Minkowski space. The KK-like models constructed by the principal bundles will not be considered in this paper, since we have not found a good way to solve the problem yet.
Moreover, there are the KK-like models of the Poincaré or dS gauge theory of gravity, any of which is constructed by an associated bundle with the structure group being the Poincaré or dS group, and the typical fiber being the Minkowski or dS space, respectively [12, 17] . In any of these models, the scalar curvature of the bundle is not a function of the spacetime but a function of the bundle. To obtain a Lagrangian density as a spacetime function, a global section φ is used to pull back the scalar curvature of the bundle to the spacetime [12] . The global section φ is just the one appearing in the gauge-invariant expressions of the spacetime metric, torsion and curvature [9] [10] [11] [12] . The pullback of the bundle scalar curvature turns out to be a sum of the spacetime scalar curvature, the fiber scalar curvature (a constant) and a quadratic torsion term of the spacetime. In the dS case, i.e., the case with the structure group being the dS group, and the typical fiber being the dS space, it is problematic if the Lagrangian is chosen to be the pullback of the bundle scalar curvature. Actually, if the Lagrangian is such chosen in the dS case, the constant term given by the fiber scalar curvature is unsuitable, such that the no-gravity spacetime is not a vacuum solution. For the dS gauge theory of gravity, the no-gravity spacetime is locally identical with the typical fiber which is a dS space.
In order to obtain a KK-like model of the dS gauge theory of gravity, with the nogravity spacetime being a vacuum solution, the Lagrangian of the global section φ, which turns out to be a constant, is introduced to give a suitable constant term [12] . In this paper, we try to use another method to give a suitable constant term, without the help of the Lagrangian of φ. We modify the definition of the bundle metric and obtain a new model which satisfies the requirement that the no-gravity spacetime is a vacuum solution. Just like the old model in Ref. [12] , the new model is equivalent to general relativity (GR) with a cosmological constant when the spin tensor is equal to zero.
The cosmological observations show that the universe is expanding and the expansion is accelerating [18, 19] . The simplest way to explain the accelerated expansion is to introduce a cosmological constant in the Einstein field equation. Nevertheless, the physical nature of the cosmological constant is unknown. We may view the cosmological constant as a fundamental constant which is equal to the cosmological constant of the no-gravity spacetime, which should be a dS space. It is a motivation for the study of the dS gauge theory of gravity, including the KK-like models of it.
The standard model of cosmology has the well-known singularity problem, flatness problem and horizon problem [20] . It has been shown that these problems may be solved by torsion in the Einstein-Cartan (EC) theory [21] [22] [23] [24] . In Refs [21, 23, 24] , it is assumed that: (a) the gravitational field equations are valid at the microscopic scale, and an averaging procedure is needed to obtain the macroscopic field equations; (b) the universe is homogeneous and isotropic, with the metric field being an Robertson-Walker (RW) metric, and the spin orientation random at the microscopic scale. In the review [22] , it is assumed that: (a) the gravitational field equations are valid at the macroscopic scale; (b) the universe is homogeneous but anisotropic, with the metric field more complicated than the RW metric, and the spin density vector aligned at the cosmic scale. Instead, we will make the following assumptions in this paper: (a) the gravitational field equations are valid at the macroscopic scale; (b) the universe is homogeneous and isotropic, with the metric field being an RW metric, the spin orientation random at the cosmic scale, and the spin density vector aligned at some scale which is small relative to the cosmic space in the early universe. Note that the torsion field is homogeneous and isotropic in the sense that it is determined through Eq. (46) by the spin tensor, which is homogeneous and isotropic in the sense that the spin density scalar is a function of the cosmic time, and the spin orientation is random at the cosmic scale. Under the above-mentioned assumptions, we find that among a class of models, including the EC theory, the new KK-like model constructed in this paper is the only one that may solve the problems of the standard model of cosmology by torsion.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the dS gauge theory of gravity with the gauge-invariant expressions for the spacetime metric, torsion and curvature is briefly introduced. In section 3, a new KK-like model of the dS gauge theory of gravity is constructed without the help of the Lagrangian of the global section φ. In section 4, it is shown that among a class of models, the new KK-like model is the only one that may solve the problems of cosmology by torsion. Finally, we given some remarks in section 5 and present three appendixes to illustrate the geometry related to the gauge-invariant expressions of the metric, torsion and curvature.
de Sitter gauge theory of gravity
Let M be the spacetime manifold, with the metric g ab , and the metric-compatible derivative operator ∇ a , where a, b are the abstract indices [25, 26] . There exist tensor fields S c ab and R c dab , such that for any local function f and one-form field ω a on M,
The tensor fields S c ab and R c dab are called the torsion and curvature tensor fields of ∇ a , respectively. Suppose that {e α a } is a local orthonormal frame field, where α = 0, 1, 2, 3. The signature is such chosen that the metric components in {e α a } are equal to η αβ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). The connection one-form fields of ∇ a in {e α a } are defined as
where {e 
where d a is the exterior differentiation operator of M. It can be shown (cf. Appendix A) that, a principal bundle P can be set up, with the base manifold being M, and the structure group being the dS group G. The Ehresmann connection Ω of P can be given (cf. Appendix B) by the geometry of the spacetime. Moreover, a fiber bundle Q M 5 associated to P can be set up, with the typical fiber being the 5-dimensional (5d) Minkowski space M 5 . The fiber bundle Q M 5 has a subbundle Q dS , whose typical fiber is a dS space D 4 . There is a global section φ in Q dS , with the help of which the gauge-invariant expressions for the metric, torsion and curvature tensor fields of the spacetime can be obtained (cf. Appendix C) [9, 10, 12] :
where
are the vertical coordinates of the global section φ in the local coordinate system {x µ , ξ (6)- (8) are gauge invariant, i.e., independent of the choice of the local section σ of P. For more details, one may refer to the appendixes.
The gravitational fields are assumed to be the metric and torsion fields of the spacetime. The gravitational Lagrangian L G is supposed to be a function of the metric, torsion and curvature tensor fields. Obviously, L G is gauge invariant. Since the curvature tensor field can be determined by the metric and torsion fields, L G only depends on the gravitational fields. The gravitational action (on U) is assumed to be
where U is a region of M with a compact closure, and ǫ is a metric-compatible volume element. Apparently, S G is a functional of the metric and torsion fields:
. As a result, S G is gauge invariant. Furthermore, suppose that the action of the matter fields is a functional of the metric, torsion and matter fields:
, where ψ stands for the matter fields. Because ψ should be gauge invariant, S M is gauge invariant. The total action is assumed to be S = κS G + S M , where κ is the coupling constant. Obviously, S is a functional of the metric, torsion and matter fields: S = S [ g ab , S c ab , ψ], and is gauge invariant. It is required that 
where δg ab = (∂/∂λ)| λ=0 g ab (λ) and δS (10) is equivalent to the following equations on U:
Moreover, we require that Eq. (10) is valid and assume that Eq. (11) is valid, for any region U ⊆ M with a compact closure. Then there should be X (ab) = 0 and Y c [ab] = 0 on M, which are the gravitational field equations. If U is small enough, making use of Eqs. (6)- (8), (81) and (89), it can be found that S is also a functional of Ω 
for any class of Ω A Ba and ξ A , which satisfies some conditions similar to those mentioned below Eq. (10). In the special gauge with σ = σ e (cf. Appendix A), it is easy to found that S as a functional of Ω 
for any class of Γ α βa and e α a , which satisfies some conditions similar to those mentioned below Eq. (10). Hence, Eq. (10) is equivalent to Eq. (14) , and the equations (12) are equivalent to δS/δΓ
It is a local form of the gravitational field equations. Suppose that {y µ } is a local coordinate system of the dS space D 4 . Then a local section σ of P together with {x µ } on M and {y ν } on D 4 presents a local coordinate system {x µ , y ν } on Q dS . The vertical coordinates of the global section φ in {x µ , y ν } are denoted by y µ (x), or y µ for simplicity. For the reason that the confinements of the coordinates in {ξ A } on D 4 can be seen as functions of the coordinates in {y
. Therefore, δξ A = (∂ξ A /∂y µ )δy µ , and the local gravitational field equations derived from Eq. (13) are
Actually, Eq. (17) can be deduced from Eq. (16) by the fact that S is gauge invariant.
With the help of Eq. (16), there should be
Suppose that δξ A in Eq. (18) are given by a class of gauge transformations:
B , where g A B stands for a class of functions which are defined on U and valued on the dS group G, and thus δg A B stands for a function valued on the dS algebra g. Since S is gauge invariant, δS in Eq. (18) is equal to zero. As a result [12] ,
Hence Eq. (19) results in Eq. (17) . In other words, the gravitational field equations can be locally presented by Eq. (16), which is similar to the gauge field equation in the gauge theory of matter fields.
The no-gravity spacetime can be defined as a spacetime given by which through Eq. (83) the Ehresmann connection satisfies the flatness condition: F A Bab = 0. The gaugeinvariant expressions (7) and (8) imply that the no-gravity spacetime is locally identical with the dS spacetime D 4 . It is a natural requirement on L G that the no-gravity spacetime is a vacuum solution of the gravitational field equations. Furthermore, we may require that L G is complete in the sense that it contains all the matrix elements of F ab (80)(85), i.e., it contains both curvature and torsion.
The KK-like model presented in Ref. [12] is an example which satisfies the above requirements. It is constructed from the geometry related to the gauge-invariant expressions (6)- (8) . It is a simple model where L G only contains a curvature term, a torsion term and a constant term. The constant term is not arbitrary since it should guarantee that the no-gravity spacetime is a vacuum solution. In order to obtain the suitable constant term, the Lagrangian of the global section φ is used, which is composed of (
, and thus turns out to be a constant. In the next section, we will construct a new KK-like model which also satisfies the above requirements, but without the help of the Lagrangian of φ.
Kaluza-Klein-like model
In this section, a new KK-like model of the dS gauge theory of gravity will be set up. The Lagrangian of the model is defined as the pullback of the scalar curvature of the fiber bundle Q dS by the global section φ: L G = φ * R. The scalar curvature R of Q dS is determined by the metric and torsion fields of Q dS . The metric field for Q dS can be locally defined as follows:
where x µ are the coordinates in {x µ , y ν }, d is the exterior differentiation operator of Q dS , g µν are the components of g ab in {x µ }, ⊗ stands for a tensor product, θ A are several vertical one-form fields (94) locally defined on Q dS , and α is a dimensionless constant. Since θ A are gauge covariant, Eq. (20) is gauge invariant. The first part of Eq. (20) comes from g ab , and the second part of Eq. (20) comes from the metric field of the dS space D 4 . The constant α is set to be 1 Ref. [12] , while it is to be determined here. With the help of Eqs. (6) and (94), it can be shown that [12] [φ
The inverse metric field of Q dS can be locally expressed as
where g µν is the inverse of g µν , X µ are the horizontal lifts (92) of the coordinate basis vector fields of {x µ }, and ∂ A are several vertical vector fields locally defined on Q dS (cf. Appendix C). A frame field {E A } = {X µ , E α } can be locally defined on Q dS , with {E A } = {dx µ , E α } as its dual, where A = 0, 1, · · · , 7, E α are several vertical vector fields which correspond to a local frame field {E α a } on the dS space D 4 , and E α are several vertical one-form fields which correspond to the dual frame field {E α a } of {E α a } (cf. Appendix C). The frame field {E α a } is orthonormal in Ref. [12] , while it is arbitrary here. Denote the metric field of D 4 by d ab , and its components in {E α a } by d αβ . Similar to Eq. (100), d αβ induce some local functions on Q dS , which are also designated by d αβ . It can be verified that Eq. (20) is equivalent to
and Eq. (22) is equivalent to
where d αβ is the inverse of d αβ . Moreover, the torsion field of Q dS can be locally defined as follows [12] :
where S σ µν are the components of S c ab in {x µ }. Because the dS space is torsion free, S only contains the spacetime torsion. Note that X σ are gauge invariant, and so S is gauge invariant. With the above definitions, the connection coefficients and the curvature components of Q dS in {E A } can be calculated by the following formulas [13] :
where K C AB are the components of the contorsion field related to the components S C AB of the torsion field by
and C C AB are defined by the commutation relations of {E A }:
After some calculations, the explicit expressions of C C AB can be attained as follows [12] :
where C 
where Γ Bνσ . Furthermore, it can be shown that the curvature components satisfy:
dab is the scalar curvature of M, R dS = 4Λ is the scalar curvature of D 4 , where Λ = 3/l 2 is the cosmological constant of D 4 . Therefore, the scalar curvature of Q dS is equal to
and the pullback of R by φ is identical to
where |S| 2 = S abc S abc , and Eq. (85) has been used. In order to make the no-gravity spacetime be a vacuum solution, 4Λ/α should be equal to −2Λ. As a result, α = −2, and the Lagrangian of the KK-like model is
For generality, we will present the gravitational field equations for a class of models:
where β is a dimensionless parameter. For the EC theory, β = 0; for the KK-like model in Ref. [12] , β = −1/4; for the KK-like model (42), β = 1/2. The gravitational field equations of the models (43) are as follows:
where 
The energy-momentum tensor T ab = −2δS M /δg ab is related to Σ ab and τ bc a by
Hence, if the spin tensor is equal to zero, then S 
dab is the torsion-free curvature tensor, and (T eff ) ab is the effective energy-momentum tensor which satisfies
where K d bc is the contorsion tensor related to the spacetime torsion.
Cosmological meaning
Let us assume that the matter fields in the universe can be described by a Weyssenhoff fluid [22, 27] with the energy-momentum tensor and spin tensor being
where ρ is the rest energy density, p is the hydrostatic pressure, U a is the four-velocity of the fluid particles, and τ bc is the spin density tensor which satisfies τ bc = −τ cb and τ bc U c = 0. Substitution of Eq. (51) into Eq. (49) yields
where s 2 = τ bc τ bc is the spin density scalar. Furthermore, the metric field of the universe is supposed to be an RW metric with the line element
where a(t) > 0 is called the scale factor, and t is the cosmic time with (∂/∂t) a = U a . The cosmic spaces defined by t = const are chosen to be closed, for the reason that the no-gravity spacetime is a spatially closed RW universe [2, 5] . According to Eq. (53), the left-hand side of the Einstein-like equation (48) is diagonal in the coordinate system {t, r, θ, ϕ}, then the effective energy-momentum tensor (T eff ) ab should be diagonal, and so the term containing τ ac τ b c in Eq. (52) should be diagonal, which implies that β = 1/2 or τ bc = 0. In other words, among the class of models (43), only the KK-like model (42) may solve the cosmological problems by torsion under the assumptions (50), (51) and (53). It has been shown [21] [22] [23] [24] that the EC theory, which belongs to the class of models (43), may solve the singularity problem, flatness problem and horizon problem of cosmology by torsion. However, as was mentioned in the introduction, the assumptions made in these literatures are different from our assumptions. Both the assumptions of ours and others should be tested by the experiments in the future.
It should be remarked that the torsion field given by Eqs. (46) and (51) is not homogenous and isotropic in the usual sense. In other words, the Lie derivatives of the torsion field along the Killing vector fields which represent the homogeneous and isotropic properties of the universe are not equal to zero. However, we may still think that the torsion field is homogeneous and isotropic for the reason that it is determined by the spin tensor by Eq. (46), and the spin tensor is homogeneous in the sense that s 2 is a function of the cosmic time, and isotropic in the sense that the spin orientation given by the spin density tensor τ bc is random at the cosmic scale.
As a matter of fact, each point of the cosmic space corresponds to a region which is small relative to the cosmic space. If the spin orientation is random in such a region, the spin density tensor should be equal to zero at the point corresponding to this region. In order to solve the aforementioned cosmological problems by torsion, the spin density tensor should be nonzero in the early universe. For this reason, we assume that the spin density vector given by the dual of τ bc is aligned in each of such regions in the early universe. The alignment of the spin density vector may be caused by a magnetic field [28] , which should be considered in further investigations.
In fact, for the KK-like model (42), Eq. (52) becomes
Substitution of κ = 1/16π and Eq. (50) into the above equation leads to
This indicates that the torsion effects are equivalent to the negative contributions to the energy density and pressure of a perfect fluid. It has been shown [24] that the torsion effects in Eq. (55) may solve the singularity problem, flatness problem and horizon problem of the standard model of cosmology. The main ideas are as follows. The torsion effects in Eq. (55) make the effected energy-momentum tensor violet the energy condition of the singularity theorem [21, 29] , such that the big-bang singularity could be replaced by a big bounce, where the scale factor a reaches its minimum which is nonzero. Moreover, the density parameter Ω(t) = (8πρ − 32π 2 s 2 + Λ)/3H 2 tends to infinity when the cosmic time tends to the moment of the big bounce, since the Hubble parameter H =ȧ/a is equal to zero at the big bounce, whereȧ = da/dt. As a result, the initial value of the density parameter need not be fine tuned to 1, and the flatness problem could be solved. The horizon problem states that the particles which are far from each other can not interact with each other in the early stages of the universe, for the reason that the universe is expanding too fast, and so if the universe is initially inhomogeneous, it can not become homogeneous in the early stages. When the big-bang singularity is replaced by a big bounce, the expanding rate of the universe is equal to zero at the big bounce, and less than the velocity of light near the big bounce. Moreover, the particles may interact with each other before the big bounce. Hence the horizon problem may be solved. For a detail discussion, one may refer to Ref. [24] .
Remarks
In this paper, a new KK-like model (42) of the dS gauge theory of gravity is constructed from the geometry related to the gauge-invariant expressions (6)- (8) of the metric, torsion and curvature. This model satisfies the requirement that the no-gravity spacetime is a vacuum solution of the gravitational field equations. It is a complete model in the sense that the Lagrangian contains both curvature and torsion. It is a simple model since the Lagrangian only contains a curvature term, a torsion term and a constant term. It is viable because it reduces to GR with a cosmological constant when the spin tensor is equal to zero. It is useful for the reason that among a class of models (43), it is the only one that may solve the singularity problem, flatness problem and horizon problem by torsion under certain assumptions. Note that the dS group as the gravitational gauge group plays an important role in the construction of the KK-like model. If the KK-like model turns out to be correct, one may believe that the dS group is the correct gauge group for gravity, and the cosmological constant is a fundamental constant related to the radius of the no-gravity spacetime, which is a dS space.
It is assumed that the matter fields in the universe can be described by a Weyssenhoff fluid, of which the spin density scalar is a function of the cosmic time, the spin orientation is random at the cosmic scale, and the spin density vector is aligned at some scale which is small relative to the cosmic space in the early universe. These assumptions should be tested by the experiments in the future. Moreover, the magnetic field which may be responsible for the alignment of the spin density vector should be considered in further investigations.
A Firber bundles
Suppose that P H = { (x, {e α a }) } is the orthonormal frame bundle, with the base manifold being M, and the structure group being the Lorentz group H = O (1, 3) , where x ∈ M, and {e α a } is an orthonormal frame at x. The Lorentz group is a matrix group, each element h of which is a 4 × 4 matrix and satisfies
The group action of H on P H is given by:
Similar to the Lorentz group, the dS group G = O (1, 4) is a matrix group, each element g of which is a 5 × 5 matrix and satisfies
We can identify H to a subgroup of G by identifying h ∈ H to
Then H can act on G by the group multiplication, and we can set up a fiber bundle P associated to P H , with G as the typical fiber:
In fact, P turns out to be a principal bundle [30] , with G as the structure group, and the group action given by
for any g 1 ∈ G. The dS group is a subgroup of the general linear group GL(5, R). The general linear group is a matrix group, each element of which is a 5 × 5 matrix with nonzero determinant. Since H can be identified to a subgroup of G, and G is a subgroup of GL(5, R), H can act on GL(5, R) by the group multiplication. We can set up a fiber bundle P GL associated to P H , with GL(5, R) as the typical fiber:
where p H · m is defined in the same way as p H · g. Similar to P, P GL turns out to be a principal bundle, with GL(5, R) as the structure group. Since G is a subgroup of GL(5, R), P is a subbundle of P GL . Let M 5 be the 5d Minkowski space. With a choice of the Minkowski coordinate system {ξ A } on M 5 , the dS group G can act on M 5 . Then we can set up a fiber bundle Q M 5 associated to P, with M 5 as the typical fiber:
Suppose that σ is a local section of P, which is a smooth map from a coordinate patch U ⊆ M to P, then σ induces a local trivialization of
π is the projection map from P to M, and ξ is determined by q M = σ(x) · ξ. Let {x µ } be the coordinate system defined on U. The local trivialization of Q M 5 together with the coordinate systems {x µ } and {ξ A } presents a local coordinate system {x µ , ξ
The following condition defines the 4d dS space D 4 as a hypersurface of M 5 :
where ξ A are coordinates of {ξ A }, and l is a constant with the dimension of length. The condition (66) also defines a fiber bundle Q dS as a subbundle of Q M 5 , when ξ A are interpreted as coordinates of {x µ , ξ A }. The typical fiber of Q dS is the dS space D 4 . Actually, the definition (66) of Q dS is gauge invariant. A gauge transformation is a transformation of the local section σ of P. Assume that σ ′ is another local section of P, which is defined on U ′ ⊆ M, which has a nonempty intersection with U. Then there exists a local function g(x), which is defined on U ∩ U ′ and valued on G, such that
on U ∩ U ′ . The gauge transformation (67) induces a transformation of the local trivial-
which induces a local coordinate transformation of Q M 5 :
The Eqs. (58) and (69) show that the definition (66) of Q dS is gauge invariant. For any point x 0 ∈ M, there exists an orthonormal frame field {e α a } with O ⊆ M as the definition domain, such that x 0 ∈ O. The frame field {e α a } presents a local section σ H (x) = (x, {e α a | x }) of P H , which induces a local section σ e (x) = σ H (x) · e of P, where e stands for the identity element of G. Assume thatξ ∈ D 4 ⊂ M 5 , whose coordinates in
·ξ is a local section of Q dS , whose value at x 0 is independent of the choice of the frame field {e α a }, as will be shown below. Suppose that {e 
As a result, σ e (x 0 ) ·ξ is independent of the choice of the frame field {e α a }, and a global section φ of Q dS can be defined by [12] φ(x 0 ) = σ e (x 0 ) ·ξ.
(70)
B Ehresmann connection
Suppose that for any point p ∈ P, the tangent space of P at p can be decomposed into a direct sum:
where V p is the vertical subspace of T p P, which is defined as the tangent space of the fiber π −1 [π(p)] = { p 1 ∈ P | π(p 1 ) = π(p) } at p, and H p is called the horizontal subspace of T p P, which satisfies
for any g ∈ G, where R g is the group action of G on P, and R g * is the pushforward of R g , which is a linear map from the tangent space T p P to the tangent space T pg P. The decomposition (71) can be used to define a g-valued one-form Ω on P, called the Ehresmann connection, such that for any X ∈ T p P,
where g is the Lie algebra of G, X V ∈ V p is the vertical part of X defined by the decomposition (71), R p is a diffeomorphism from G to π −1 [π(p)], such that R p g = pg, and (R −1 p ) * is a linear map from V p to g. The dS algebra g is a matrix algebra, each element A of which is a 5 × 5 matrix and satisfies
where The dS group G is a subgroup of GL(5, R), and the tangent space T e G is a subspace of T e GL(5, R). Return to the Ehresmann connection Ω, the condition (72) implies that for any g ∈ G, R *
where R * g is the pullback of R g , • denotes a composition, I g is a Lie group isomorphism from G to itself, defined by I g g 1 = g g 1 g −1 for any g 1 ∈ G, and I g −1 * is a linear isomorphism from g to itself. As a matter of fact, given the Ehresmann connection Ω as a g-valued one-form on P, which satisfies Eq. (75), we can do the direct sum decomposition (71), which satisfies Eq. (72), in the following way. For any p ∈ P and X ∈ T p P, we can define
, and X = X V + X H . Such a decomposition is compatible with Eq. (73). Given a local section σ of P defined on U ⊆ M, we can define the local Ehresmann connection
which is a g-valued one-form on U. Under the gauge transformation (67), the local Ehresmann connection Ω a transforms as
where Ω and X ∈ T p P, we can define
where x = π(p), and g is determined by p = σ(x)g. This Ehresmann connection is compatible with Eq. (76). Let σ ′ be another local section of P defined on U ′ ⊆ M, and Ω 
. The curvature F of the Ehresmann connection Ω is a g-valued two-form on P, which is defined as the covariant derivative of Ω: F = DΩ, where DΩ is such defined that for any vector fields X 1 , X 2 on P, DΩ(X 1 , X 2 ) = (dΩ)(X 
where Ω A B are the matrix elements of Ω. Given the local section σ, the local curvature of the Ehresmann connection can be defined by
which is a g-valued two-form on U. The matrix elements F A Bab of F ab satisfy
Under the gauge transformation (67), F ab transforms as
In fact, the Ehresmann connection of P can be given by the geometry of the spacetime M. An orthonormal frame field {e α a } defined on O ⊆ M presents a local section σ e = (x, {e α a | x }) · e of P. The local Ehresmann connection corresponding to σ e can be defined as [12] Ω e a = Γ α βa
where {e α a } is the dual frame field of {e α a }, e βa = η αβ e 
where S α ab and R α βab are the torsion and curvature two-form fields of ∇ a in {e α a }, and S βab = η αβ S α ab .
C Horizontal and vertical fields
Let v a be a vector at x 0 ∈ M. Its horizontal lift on P is a vector field v 1 on π −1 (x 0 ), which satisfies v 1 | p ∈ H p for any p ∈ π −1 (x 0 ), and (π * v 1 ) a = v a . Assume that σ is a local section of P defined on a coordinate patch U ⊆ M, then it induces a local trivialization of P GL : p GL → (x, m), where p GL ∈ P GL , x ∈ U is the image of p GL under the projection map, and m ∈ GL(5, R) is determined by p GL = σ(x)m. The local trivialization together with the coordinate system {x µ } defined on U and the natural coordinate system {m A B } of GL(5, R) presents a local coordinate system {x µ , m A B } of P GL . It can be shown that 
where ∂ µ = ∂/∂x µ and ∂ A = ∂/∂ξ A are the coordinate basis vector fields of {x µ , ξ A }. Recall that there is a global section φ of Q dS defined by Eq. (70). The covariant derivative D a φ of φ is defined by
for any x ∈ M and v a ∈ T x M. It can be verified that [12] 
where ξ A are short for ξ A (x) ≡ ξ A [φ(x)], which are the vertical coordinates of φ(x). In the special gauge σ = σ e = (x, {e α a | x }) · e, ξ A (x) and D a ξ A are identical to (0, 0, 0, 0, l) 
and 
where Ω 
where ∂ A is the pushforward of ∂ A a by the map ξ → σ(x) · ξ, and is tangent to the fiber of Q dS , where ξ ∈ D 4 . Suppose that θ A are several vertical one-form fields on {p · ξ | p ∈ π −1 [ U ], ξ ∈ D 4 } ⊆ Q dS , where 'vertical' means θ A (X µ ) = 0. Assume that for any x ∈ U, the pullbacks of θ A by the map ξ → σ(x) · ξ are d a ξ A , where ξ A are coordinates of ξ in {ξ A }, and d a is the exterior differentiation operator of D 4 . Then there should be [12] θ 
Assume that E α are several vertical vector fields on Q dS , which are the pushforwards of E α a by the map ξ → σ(x) · ξ, and E α are several vertical one-form fields on Q dS , whose pullbacks by the map ξ → σ(x) · ξ are E α a for any x ∈ U. The local functions E α A , E α A , E A α and E A α on D 4 induce some local functions on Q dS , which are denoted by the same symbols, and defined by, for example,
Obviously, these induced functions also satisfy Eqs. (97), (98) and (99). Furthermore, it can be verified that
